ASX ANNOUNCEMENT, 9th November 2015

VIVID INDUSTRIAL WINS ANOTHER
MAJOR DISTRIBUTION CENTRE DEAL
 Vivid Industrial wins lighting upgrade order at an ASX20
company’s major regional distribution centre
 Order follows successful outcome of initial trial
 Trial completed over 3 months with Vivid Industrial producing
savings of >70% over the incumbent
system, whilst
simultaneously improving light levels by >50%
 Discussions underway
opportunities

with

customer

on

additional

Greenearth Energy Ltd’s (ASX: GER) (“Greenearth”) wholly-owned subsidiary, Vivid Industrial,
has secured a lighting upgrade opportunity from a leading Australian ASX20 company after
winning a competitive trial. The system will be installed in the next quarter.
In keeping with Vivid Industrial’s policy on customer engagement, the name of the customer
and contract size will remain confidential.
Vivid delivered savings of greater than 70% on the prior lightings baseline energy consumption,
whilst importantly delivering an increased light level of over 50%. The facility is over 120,000m2
(1.3 million square feet) of ambient and refrigerated warehousing and associated areas, with
Vivid Industrial commencing installing lighting systems across ~40 tunnels within the ‘picking
and packing areas’.
Vivid Industrial’s proprietary system enabled rapid deployment providing up to 80% reduction
in the installation costs for the electrical contractor and providing subsequent ongoing
maintenance cost savings for the corporate.
Data collected during the initial trial demonstrated a close correlation to Vivid Industrial’s
lighting design, budgeted quotes and predicted system performance. The results confirm that
the methodology, assumptions and photometric data applied in Vivid Industrial’s engineered
solutions are accurate, reliable and forecastable.

Samuel Marks, Managing Director of Greenearth Energy, said:
“This was a competitive trial which resulted in an initial order and the opportunity of further
expansion across the company’s substantial portfolio of properties. It is extremely pleasing to
see this confirmation of Vivid Industrial’s world leading capabilities. We look forward to
providing updates on additional system roll outs in the near term.”

Samuel Marks
Managing Director
Greenearth Energy Limited
Please direct all enquiries to Samuel Marks, Managing Director, telephone 03 9620 7299.

About Greenearth Energy Limited
Greenearth Energy Limited is a diversified Australian-based renewable energy company with
interests in technology-focussed solutions in the industrial energy efficiency and CO2-to-fuel
conversion markets.
Greenearth Energy Ltd - http://www.greenearthenergy.com.au
About Vivid Industrial
Vivid Industrial is a subsidiary of Greenearth Energy Ltd. Vivid Industrial provides customised,
intelligent and energy efficient cloud based solutions for our growing industrial and
infrastructure client base. The "internet of lights" and "cloud based monitoring" delivers
quantifiable efficiencies and significant cost savings with environmentally sustainable benefits
for our customers.
The business’ core technologies are designed for application in warehouses, distribution
centres, cold storage facilities, ports, stadiums, car parks, roads and tunnels. Vivid Industrial
is a trusted partner to our customer base of blue chip, industrial companies.
Vivid Industrial – http://www.vividindustrial.com

